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Who voices uniqua in the backyardigans

in: Characters, Main characters, Females English View source Share Characters Main characters Females Español Português do Brasil Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. It is clear that the creator of the show Backyardigans lives a sheltered existence since the show takes place in a utopian dreamland. This leads me to believe that the
creator had never seen a black person before. When he was forced to add diversity to the cast, Uniqua was created in the image of what he thought a black person looks like. Therefore, Despite the lack of dark skin, Uniqua is black. Posted by: BiggieBigs The name simulates a black person stereotype name. For example, Shaniqua. Also the voice actor is a black woman. Its
probably one of the "black coded" characters, That has some resamblance of the African American culture, Or slang and I don't need to say anything else but the site forces me. VERVIEWLYRICSLISTENRELATED SONGSIt's close to midnightSomething evil's lurkin' in the darkUnder the moonlightYou see a sight that almost stops your heartYou try to screamBut terror takes the
sound before you make itYou start to freezeAs horror looks you right between the eyesYou're paralyzed'Cause this is thrillerThriller nightAnd no one's gonna save youFrom the beast about to strikeYou know it's thrillerThriller nightYou're fighting for your lifeInside a killer, Thriller tonight, YeahYou hear the door slamAnd realize there's nowhere left to runYou feel the cold handAnd
wonder if you'll ever see the sunYou close your eyesAnd hope that this is just imagination, GirlBut all the whileYou hear a creature creepin' up behindYou're out of time'Cause this is thrillerThriller nightThere ain't no second chanceAgainst the thing with the forty eyes, Girl(Thriller, Thriller night)You're fighting for your lifeInside a killer, Thriller tonightNight creatures callin'The dead
start to walk in their masqueradeThere's no escaping the jaws of the alien this time(They're open wide)This is the end of your lifeThey're out to get youThere's demons closing in on every sideThey will possess youUnless you change that number on your dialNow is the timeFor you and I to cuddle close together, YeahAll through the nightI'll save you from the terror on the screenI'll
make you seeThat this is thrillerThriller night'Cause I can thrill you moreThan any ghoul would ever dare try(Thriller, Thriller night)So let me hold you tightAnd share a(Killer, Diller, Chiller)(Thriller here tonight)'Cause this is thrillerThriller nightGirl, I can thrill you moreThan any ghoul would ever dare try(Thriller, Thriller night)So let me hold you tightAnd share a(Killer, Thriller)I'm gonna
thrill you tonightDarkness falls across the landThe midnight hour is close at handCreatures crawl in search of bloodTo terrorize y'alls neighborhoodAnd whosoever shall be foundWithout the soul for getting downMust stand and face the hounds of hellAnd rot inside a corpse's shellI'm gonna thrill you tonight (Thriller)Ooh babe(Thriller) I'm gonna thrill you tonight(Thriller) Oh
darling(Oh babe) I'm gonna thrill you tonight(Thriller) Ooh, Babe(Thriller at night, Babe) I'm gonna thrill you tonight(Thriller) Oh darling(Oh babe) Thriller at night, Babe(Thriller at night, Babe)The foulest stench is in the airThe funk of forty thousand yearsAnd grisly ghouls from every tombAre closing in to seal your doomAnd though you fight to stay aliveYour body starts to shiverFor
no mere mortal can resistThe evil of the thriller Is sassy, A bad bitch, Thicker than a snicker. She obviously fuckin Tyrone. And Pablo want a piece of that cake. She don't f**k with that lame nigga Austin. She has style. I ain’t never seen no white woman like that. And she got that bread and head. And her NAME. PERIODT Not a coincidence that every other character is defined as
a specific animal- except Uniqua. She is “her own unique species/creature” according to available information. Why is she distinct from the rest of the group? Black women have always been policed, Micro managed & viewed less or different smh Nickelodeon The creator of the show, Janice Burgess, Clearly intended for The Backyardigans to be a culturally and ethnically diverse
group, Even if we he working with non-human technicolored animals. Shaniqua is a common black given name, Which I what Uniqua is a pun on. Her voice actor, Jamiah Nash is a black woman, Meaning that she is black. Same goes for Tyrone. Black name. Black VA. Leon Thomas. Other characters, While voiced by white actors, Are obviously meant to be different races,
Judging by their names. Tasha is Asian, Austin is an Australian Aboriginal, And Pablo is Hispanic (and he’s had multiple different voice actors over the run of the show for some reason and all of those voice actors were Jewish). The Backyardigans was the most diverse cultural melting pot in all of children’s television. She the baddest bitch she is the thickest woman in the world,
And only black girls are pretty. She got the thickest booty in the world and she give the best succc. She never stops flirting w pablo but she be f***ing that nigga tyrones bbc so yes she is black All the minority backyardigans: Uniqua, Pablo, And Tyrone are on a cast away island. Pablo is a typically LatinX name and Tyrone seems black-coded. So, I feel like that means they are all
put on the island since they're all of color. And then, Austin sees them and says he is too afraid to approach them, Why is that? Racism in NickJr thats what. SHES f***ing AFRICAN AND I CAN PROVE IT! SHE HAS BLACK SKINSHE HAS BLACK EYESHER DAD IS BLACKHER MOM LIKES BBC ITS f***ing PROVEN SHES AFRICANA GRANDE! KAKAAKAKAK
AKAKAKAKAKAA AKAKAKAKAKAK AKAKAKAKAAKA AKAKAAKAAKAK AKAKAKAKAAK AKKAAKAK AKAKAKAKA i need 10 more words ugh help me i hate my life I'm not talking about color here, Folks - I'm talking culturally. And this pink blob is black as black can be. She's so black, The soul train stops to pick her up from school. She's so black, Beyonce opens for her. She's
so black, Inner city schools get her birthday off. She's so black, She bleeds biscuit gravy. She's so black, The United Negro College Fund has a scholarship in her name. She's so black, Kaepernick took a knee to protest Backyardigans having commercials. Ya dig? The show's changing settings introduce kids to different time periods and geographical locations and the cultures,
animals, and vegetation indigenous to them. If you have kids or younger siblings they watch cartoons a lot. This is about one show on Nick Jr ( a sub-section) of Nickelodeon, The show is called the Backyardigans, My Cousin who comes over a lot likes to watch Nick Jr. and is a fan of many shows, Her favorite being the Backyardigans. for those who've never heard of, or seen the
show, It's about five animal kids that create adventures in their backyards. The concept is interesting, considering it's teaches kids that all they need is their imagination to have a good time. But what if I tole you there are only four Real kids, You probably would not believe me and i don't mind, everyone is entitled to their opinion and this is just a theroy. But This theroy goes that
Uniqua is not real but an imaginary friend created by the other four kids. There is few facts that support this theory but let me explain themAll the other kids are real animals, Austin is a kangaroo, Pablo is a Penguin, Tyrone is a moose, and Tasha is a hippo. It's likely they could've created Uniqua in their minds thus not needing any real guidelines for designShe is the only
Character who has been in EVERY episode, This means Uniqua always plays with the kids andhas nothing else to do such as chores, visit relatives etc. The Kids just imagine a role for her and do to her not being real she's always available and 3. probaly the most strong is what ever the kids imagine becomes reals,i probaly know what you're going to say "At the end of every
episode everything that imaginary disappears so if Uniqua wasn't real wouldn't she vanish" while that's a good thought the stuff, Costumes, scenery etc vanish when the kids go back to reality but there still imagining Uniqua being around, she's not tied to one adventure and that is why she's still around, even when they go to her house, they could just go to someone else's and
pretend it's Uniqua'sso those are my thoughts what do you thinkPage 2 8 comments The characters of the television series The Backyardigans:    open/close all folders      As A Whole  Adaptational Heroism-Adaptational Villainy: In universe, each one of them has played a hero and villain at least once. Sometimes by accident. Aerith and Bob: Pablo, Tyrone, Tasha, and Austin all
have normal names, while Uniqua is the Odd Name Out. Black Bead Eyes: Sported by all five of them. Color-Coded Characters: Blue for Pablo, Orange for Tyrone, Pink for Uniqua, Yellow for Tasha, and Purple for Austin. Does Not Like Shoes: All but Tasha, except when it comes to the fantasy and they wear shoes. Four-Temperament Ensemble: Sanguine — Pablo and Uniqua
Choleric — Tasha Melancholic — Austin Phlegmatic — Tyrone This isn't constant. Tyrone is choleric (the exact opposite of phlegmatic) in a lot of season 2 episodes, while Pablo is melancholic (the exact opposite of sanguine) in a lot of season 3 episodes. Five-Man Band: About the closest it gets for a preschool show. Heel–Face Turn: Whenever there's a story that has one of the
kids playing the villain, they reform at the end of the episode. Justified because all the characters are friends in the real world and it's just a game they're playing. Mean Character, Nice Actor: In-Universe, all of the Backyardigans are good kids, but if one of their games requires somebody to be a villain, whoever takes that role will milk it for all it's worth. Mr. Imagination: Practically a
requirement to be a Backyardigan. Mixed Animal Species Team: The main group consists of a penguin, a moose, a uniqua, a hippo, and kangaroo. Nice Guy: They're all genuinely nice kids, even whenever they play the villain. True Companions: They all love and respect each other. Vague Age: Their ages are not specified, though they look like they're around 5-7 years old.    
Uniqua Voiced by: Lashawn Tináh Jefferies Singing voice: Jamia Simone Nash (seasons 1–3), Avion Baker (season 4)Uniqua is a pink uniqua. She is energetic and positive, but rather stubborn. She is the main protagonist of the series. Absentee Actor: Averted, as she's the only member in the group who stars in every episode. Action Girl: She can be just as tough as the guys. A
Dog Named "Dog": According to the wiki, her species is called the uniqua. Author Avatar: Janice Burgess based Uniqua on her childhood self. She is also the only black girl in the group. Brooding Boy, Gentle Girl: The gentle girl to Austin's brooding boy. Cartoon Creature: Her species name is called "uniqua" and she doesn't seem to be any kind of real creature. Determinator:
This is both her greatest strength and her biggest flaw. Uniqua has a tendency to push forward in the face of problems and she often encourages her friends to not give up, but this often leads to her being very stubborn. Ding-Dong-Ditch Distraction: While she never did this in the series, her page on the Nick Jr. wiki describes her as "the kid most likely to ring the doorbell and run
away". Dub Name Change: Victoria in French. Unika in Norwegian and Russian. Uniki in Japanese. Żabusia in Polish. Michaela in Hebrew. Joana in European Portuguese. Čudance in Serbian. Genki Girl: Uniqua has a cheerful, energetic, and lovable personality, and she's often the character to come up with new ideas for The Backyardigans' adventures. Heck, this is especially
common in the first season, like in "The Yeti", "Knights Are Brave and Strong", Monster Detectives" and "High Tea". This is also helped by the Japanese dub, where in a few episodes she says the word "genki" after introducing herself. Ghetto Name: Her name sounds a little "ghetto". The Leader: She is widely considered the leader of the group. Meaningful Name: Her name is
Uniqua. She certainly is a unique creature that's for sure. Nude-Colored Clothes: Her overalls are the exact shades of pink that are on her skin. Pink Girl, Blue Boy: The Pink Girl to Pablo's Blue Boy. Pink Means Feminine: She's pink with darker pink spots. Red Oni, Blue Oni: She is often the excitable Red Oni to Tasha's more practical Blue Oni, though they have switched roles
just as often. Savvy Guy, Energetic Girl: The energetic girl to Tyrone's savvy guy. This is especially common in the Season 1 episode "Monster Detectives". Tomboy and Girly Girl: The Tomboy to Tasha's Girly Girl. Tomboy with a Girly Streak: Uniqua is pink all over and is just as likely to be a princess as Tasha is.     Pablo Voiced by: Zach Tyler Eisen (season 1), Jake Goldberg
(seasons 2–4) Singing voice: Sean CurleyPablo is a blue penguin. He is very energetic (even moreso than Uniqua) and easily excited. However, he is also very neurotic and tends to have panic attacks. He is the secondary protagonist of the series. Ambiguous Disorder: Pablo has a panic attack once an episode, indicating he may have some kind of anxiety disorder. Thankfully,
he gets better as the show goes on. Big Guy, Little Guy: The little guy to Tyrone's big guy. Big, Thin, Short Trio: With Austin. Blue Is Heroic: Generally ocean/royal blue. Character Development: The number of panic attacks Pablo suffers decreased after the first season, going from Once an Episode to only a few times per season. Dub Name Change: Pinguś in Polish. Ido in
Hebrew. Paulo in European Portuguese. Kljuca in Serbian. Everything's Better with Penguins: Though it's unclear what type of penguin he is. note  Judging by his coloring, he's probably an Adelie penguin. Freak Out: He's very prone to panic attacks. Freudian Trio: The id to Tyrone's ego and Austin's superego. Iconic Outfit: His propeller beanie. Keet: Has a lot of energy to spare.
The Lancer: When not acting as the protagonist of an adventure, Pablo often is the Hero's sidekick. Never Bareheaded: If Pablo's not wearing his iconic beanie, he's wearing one of the Nice Hats required for his role. Pink Girl, Blue Boy: The Blue Boy to Uniqua's Pink Girl. Sensitive Guy and Manly Man: The sensitive guy to Tyrone's manly man (with Austin in the middle). Series
Mascot: He is the first character to appear in the intro, the main character of the Made-for-TV Movie, "International Super Spy", and is used in most advertisements, despite Uniqua being the true protagonist and the only character to appear in every episode.     Tyrone Voiced by: Reginald Davis Jr. (seasons 1–2), Jordan Coleman (seasons 2–3), Christopher Grant, Jr. (season 4)
Singing voice: Corwin C. Tuggles (season 1), Leon Thomas III (seasons 2–3), Damani Roberts (season 3), Tyrel Jackson Williams (seasons 3–4)Tyrone is an orange moose calf. He is snarky and relaxed. However, as proven multiple times in Season Two, he has his limits. He is the tritagonist of the series. "Well, that certainly is convenient." Berserk Button: Downplayed. Tyrone
doesn't go "berserk", but episodes like "The Yeti" and "To the Center of the Earth" show that Tyrone becomes highly annoyed when his opinion is ignored. Beware the Nice Ones: He's usually the calmest of the five, but when he's mad, he's scary. Big Fun: While he's typically the straight man, he does have his moments. The Big Guy: The biggest of the cast. Justified, as moose
are quite large in real life. Big Guy, Little Guy: The big guy to Pablo's little guy. Big, Thin, Short Trio: With Austin. Blue/Orange Contrast: Has orange skin and wears a blue (and red) sweater. Captain Obvious: According to his page on the Nick Jr. wiki, being a deep thinker sometimes makes him a "master of the obvious". Catchphrase: As mentioned above, "That certainly is
convenient". Character Development: Early episodes depict him as having a tendency to get nervous, but he gets over it pretty quickly. He also has trouble with any kind of skating, but fittingly improves in "The Magic Skateboard". Deadpan Snarker: Easily the snarkiest of the cast. Dub Name Change: Thèo in French. Anton in Norwegian. Łosiek in Polish. Yaron in Hebrew.
Eugénio in European Portuguese. Telibor in Serbian. Tajronnote Pronounced the same as his English namein multiple dubs. Freudian Trio: The ego to Pablo's id and Austin's superego. Half-Dressed Cartoon Animal: Tyrone only wears a red and blue striped shirt, yet somehow he always seems to put his hands in his pockets. Hidden Depths: Later episodes (for example, "To the
Center of the Earth" and "Robot Rampage") imply he gets motion sickness. note  Explanation: After being subjected to lots of movement beyond his control, afterwards he's seen holding his belly, looking slightly nauseated. Nice Guy: This (poor quality) video describes him as "the nicest little moose you ever met". Only Sane Man: There is a very good reason why he's the Deadpan
Snarker. Savvy Guy, Energetic Girl: The savvy guy to Uniqua's energetic girl. Sensitive Guy and Manly Man: The manly man to Pablo's sensitive guy (with Austin in the middle). Shown Their Work: Regarding his antlers. Only male moose have antlers, and they usually start growing when they're a year old. Someone did their research.     Tasha Voiced by: Naelee Rae (seasons 1–
2), Gianna Bruzzese (seasons 3–4) Singing voice: Kristin Danielle Klabunde (seasons 1–3), Gabriella Malek (seasons 3–4) "Oh, for goodness' sake!"Tasha is a yellow hippo. She is strong-willed and a bit bossy, but she has a soft side as well. Due to not appearing as often as the Power Trio listed above, she is simply listed as a main character. Alpha Bitch: Often plays this role.
Amazing Technicolor Wildlife: A yellow hippo. Catchphrase: As noted above, "Oh For Goodness Sakes!", usually when she's frustrated. Character Development: Tasha was considerably bossy in the first season, but she mellows out throughout the series. The Chick: Often Tasha plays the role of the character who kicks off the plot, but does not necessarily drive it. Lady Tasha in
"Whodunit" is a good example as while she did invite everyone to Mystery Manor, Pablo was the one the episode focused on. Dub Name Change: Flora in Norwegian. Hipcia in Polish. Dana in Hebrew. Nilka in Serbian. Ticha in European Portuguese. Girly Bruiser: She's just as much of an Action Girl as Uniqua. Girly Girl with a Tomboy Streak: While Tasha is the most feminine of
the main cast, she is willing to get dirty if a role requires it. For example, she was the head of the Do-Gooder biker gang in "Special Delivery". Iconic Outfit: Her red Mary Janes, to the point where she is only shown with any other footwear if it's absolutely necessary. The One Who Wears Shoes: She is the only Backyardigan to consistently wear shoes. Red Oni, Blue Oni: She is
typically the practical Blue Oni to Uniqua's excitable Red Oni. Slapstick Knows No Gender: In terms of slapstick, she's second only to Tyrone. Tomboy and Girly Girl: The Girly Girl to Uniqua's Tomboy.     Austin Voiced by: Jonah Bobo Singing voice: Thomas Sharkey (seasons 1–3), Nicholas Barasch (season 4)Austin is a purple joey. He is very shy (even having a song about it in
"Castaways"), but finally blossoms in later seasons. Due to appearing less than the Power Trio and Tasha, he is simply listed as a main character.
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